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Introduction

I should tell you that I began writing this book while I was teaching in
Shanghai, China, in mid-December of 2019, just as (unbeknownst to me)
the coronavirus pandemic initiated. China, an autocratic society, dealt effectively with the epidemic; but as a society, the country has little freedom,
suffers from human rights violations and, while capitalistic, is ironically
also socialist. As I write this, the jury is still out as to whether the United
States, a country that rightfully values freedom, liberty, and human dignity,
will deal as efficiently with the pandemic. What we do know is that another
Asian country, Singapore—whose healthcare system delivers quality care at
2.5% GDP versus the United States’ 18%—set a shining example of success
in controlling Covid-19 and is discussed in this book as an example of how
creatively implemented market forces can be channeled toward positive
ends. So is the better solution to effective healthcare socialism or market
forces? What, if anything, can be learned from other countries, and what
should be uniquely American? Well, if you are curious, please read on.
This book is about finding bipartisan, or Purple (i.e., red and blue) solutions to healthcare problems in the United States. It begins with the premise that the best healthcare reform—and likely the only viable healthcare
reform, from a political perspective—will require Democrats and Republicans to roll up their sleeves and compromise to find the best path. Hard to
imagine, I know. Our country seems irreparably polarized, as are most of
us—even within our respective families.
I come from a family of five, and we all shared a father who was a staunch
Republican—albeit not a fan of some of our current political theatrics. Ever
since my father passed away in November of 2016, the five of us have gathered every November in Florida for family-bonding time and to remember
Dad. This last November, after sharing my plans for this book, I discovered
that we are as divided as any American family. About half of us generally
vote on the Red side, and the other half on the Blue side. As the fifth child
of a (loving) father with strong and sometimes polarizing political views,
my role in life has evolved into being the peacemaker and the person looking for reasonable and compromise solutions. Such was the nature of our
family discussion in Florida last November. I mostly listened as my siblings
debated in sometimes heated ways the benefits of essentially single-payer
xiii

xiv
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healthcare versus free markets. Where do I stand? I try to stand for reasonable compromise, for Purple solutions. While I confess I have somewhat
libertarian leanings at times, in practice I end up voting pragmatically,
almost as often for Democrats as Republicans. So, I suppose, I stand in the
middle. In our polarized political world, that probably means I may be in
the minority. Please hear me out.
I am certain that you—the reader—are equally familiar with this heated
political debate about healthcare in America, and perhaps you have strong
opinions. In writing this book, when I speak in the first person to “you” (second person), I am speaking directly to you as a healthcare consumer. I suspect that you may believe that our healthcare delivery system is broken, and
that the cost is too high for what you get in terms of medical outcomes. You
probably feel the increasing pain of paying more and more out of pocket for
your healthcare, through high deductibles and co-pays, and you likely feel
powerless to do anything about it. As a country, we spend $3 trillion per
year for healthcare, and per person we spend around $10,000 per year (see
chapter 1), with the total cost such that 20 cents of every dollar we earn in
the economy is going to healthcare. This is more than any other developed
country.
So, what is the solution? Those on the Red side of the political aisle may
say “repeal and replace” the Affordable Care Act (also known as Obamacare) and let market forces sort things out, because only a free market can
address all the moving pieces of the healthcare market and set prices to
reasonable and accurate values. Advocates for a free market solution would
silence skeptics by saying the current system we have does not function like
a free market yet and should be given a chance to truly compete. Those on
the Blue side of the aisle may say that the market is cold and heartless
and does not apply to something like healthcare. So, they say, we need a
simpler single-payer system paid for by the government, like Canada has.
On one end of that spectrum is “Medicare for All,” fully government sponsored, which would expand what some view as an already-successful Medicare program. The more moderate camp on the Blue side may suggest we
keep private insurance companies and private provider options while also
expanding a form of Medicare. So, which side of the political aisle has the
correct solution to America’s healthcare dilemma? Or is it possible the best
solution(s) would be a compromise between both proposals, which I will call
Purple solutions.
While our politicians are more polarized than ever before, I would
like to believe that the average American citizen is more reasonable and
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open-minded. Is that true? I’m not sure. We did elect our leaders, so perhaps
we are also just as polarized? I hope not. Only we—as citizens, consumers,
everyday folk—can drive the kind of change and compromise that is needed
to create a healthcare system that actually works and reflects what is good
about America. That is the purpose of this book. It is a call to action. Maybe
even, in the words of John Torinus, a call for a grassroots healthcare revolution. It is a roadmap to assist American consumers as they search for and
discuss intelligent and informed solutions to healthcare that are not all Red
or all Blue but are more likely to be Purple solutions.
This brings me to the central thesis of this book. I truly do believe that
each side of the political aisle brings some value to the healthcare reform
debate. In fact, we need both sides to balance the other and offer solutions to
the blind spots that each may have.
I believe we need some sort of competitive market to foster innovation and produce realistic pricing and value in what everyone agrees is an
incredibly complex system of services. This is the topic of section 2 of this
book, which is on the Red side of the discussion. I also believe we need some
sort of safety net to protect the poor as well as all of us against catastrophic
events, like an expensive cancer treatment, infusion therapy, or even costly
end-of-life care. With regard to the latter, a majority of those in nursing
homes end up on Medicaid, which can only happen when you reach poverty level (i.e., all your assets have been depleted by our healthcare system).
That is not a good way to end one’s life with dignity. This safety net discussion is the topic of section 4 of this book, which is on the Blue side of the
debate. Section 1 of the book provides an introduction to the current state
of healthcare in America, and section 3 provides on overview of high drug
prices.
So where do we point an accusing finger for the creation of our dysfunctional healthcare system in America? It is likely true that for the most part
those in government and those in the medical provider world sincerely
want to help patients and provide quality, accessible healthcare. They likely
have good intentions. But there are dysfunctional incentives in our system,
and there are also those who are gaming the system for financial gain. Is it
big government or big corporations at fault? Perhaps both. Too much concentrated power and decision-making in government or large corporations
is equally bad. We need power and decision-making in the hands of patients
and the providers (e.g., physicians, nurses) who directly help them and are
on the frontlines of healthcare delivery. This book presents a case for Purple
solutions that aim to empower the consumers of healthcare (the patients)
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and the providers (physicians, nurses, and the like), rather than big government or big corporations, with the clear goal of providing more accessible,
higher-quality, and more affordable healthcare. Unfortunately, there is no
powerful lobby group for this goal.
Finally, what was the inspiration for this book and the source of information for it? It is a product of the Rx Think Tank (RxThinkTank.org). In
full disclosure, a fraction of the profits from this book will go to support
the activities of the Rx Think Tank, whose mission is “to increase Quality,
Access, and Affordability of healthcare for all, in a patient-centered and consumer-driven healthcare delivery model.” The Rx Think Tank at Concordia
University has held Healthcare Economics Summits for four years, hosting
discussions with the brightest minds in healthcare policy, from physicians
to hospital CEOs to healthcare delivery entrepreneurs to those in the pharmaceutical supply chain, to state and federal politicians. The content of this
book is informed by those speakers, as well as discussions with the hundreds
of Rx Think Tank members, attendees, and panelists who have participated
in these summits over the years, along with research into the healthcare
policy literature. While this book is largely my writing, based on research
and insights from these many scholars and practitioners, there are also many
guest-expert-authored chapters. For these chapters, I typically provide a
preface that provides context, and there is a brief biography of each author
at the end of the book. Many of these guest authors are of differing political views and might be opposed to what other authors have submitted and
written; but the goal of this book is to provide a diversity of perspectives. I
attempt to provide a common thread and coherence between, before, and
after chapters. And at the end of each section, a roadmap for compromise—
Purple solutions—is also presented, so that we can have better-informed,
intelligent, and respectful conversations about healthcare in America.
You may wonder if I am qualified to write and edit a book on this topic?
Probably no more than a lot of other people. I do have a PhD, MBA, and a
JD degree, so you would think I might know a thing or two about law, regulations, pharmaceutical science, business, and healthcare. I even started
several biotech companies, and now I serve as a dean and professor of business, with a passion for healthcare policy. But I am finding there is far more
that I do not know than what I do. I learned this lesson especially when I
decided to take on this project, asking, “What is wrong with healthcare in
America, and how do we fix it?”
Healthcare administrators often say “healthcare is complicated,” then
they go on to use complicated terminology only they understand, like ICD-10
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codes, CPT codes, reimbursements, chargemasters, risk pools, capitation,
value-based care, stop loss insurance, population health, EHRs, RVUs, and of
course they reference the giant tome we call the Affordable Care Act, which
few people have ever read. These administrators get paid big salaries to use
these terms and to master their small siloed piece of this large healthcare
system. No degrees helped me understand this healthcare system. I just
talked to a lot of smart people working in the field, outside the field, and
even some looking to disrupt and change the field. I have to confess that last
group was the most fun. This book is an attempt to summarize the gems of
those conversations as well as some relevant healthcare policy and medicalbusiness literature.
When we are told that “healthcare is complicated,” we often throw up
our hands and say, “I’m just glad someone else smart is handling this.” Please
don’t do that. Healthcare is not so complicated that we can’t discuss how
it all works at a high level and identify the problems. The last time somebody told me something was complicated, and they talked fast with a lot of
confusing words and asked me to trust them, I found out they were embezzling money. Sometimes I wonder if healthcare is like that. This book is
an attempt to explain healthcare in America, and I am certain it is not so
complicated that you can’t understand it. Read this book cover to cover, or
just use it as a reference and move between chapters depending on what
interests you. I have tremendous respect for the intellect of Americans, even
if our politicians do not speak to us as if we are intelligent. Let’s rise above
their low expectations and characterization of us and push them to find
effective bipartisan solutions to America’s broken healthcare system.
I am looking forward to my family discussions this next November, and
then for all of us to vote our consciences for what we think makes the most
sense for healthcare reform. I hope we elect politicians who can rise above
the current political theatrics and dysfunction, with the courage to reach
across the aisle to find ways to fix healthcare in America, using truly bipartisan Purple solutions that work.

SECTION 1

Where Are We Now?
The Good and the Bad

CHAPTER 1

Why Healthcare in America Is More
Expensive Than It Needs to Be
daniel sem
This chapter provides an introduction and a broad overview of the history
of healthcare and insurance in America and how and why it is so expensive
compared to other countries. The chapter is really a foundation for the rest of
the book, which includes a wide range of guest authors who are experts and
leaders in their fields and who go deeper into different aspects of the issues
that I present in this chapter. Guest authors in subsequent chapters sometimes take differing views on the problems and solutions to healthcare cost
and access problems, but that is the goal of this book—to explore a range of
bipartisan, Purple solutions.

Who Pays for Healthcare in America?
Before addressing the cost of healthcare, we should consider first how we
pay for healthcare in America because that affects the cost. Although price
is probably the more accurate term because price is what you or some surrogate acting on your behalf pays, irrespective of what it actually costs. You
might say that your employer, your insurance company, or the government
pays for your healthcare, and then you contribute something in the form of
a co-pay and deductible. You, of course, also pay insurance premiums. Well,
actually, you are paying for all of it, either directly or indirectly. Right now,
$18 of every $100 you earn at your job goes to healthcare, while in many
other countries that have better health outcomes the amount is much less
(typically half) per person. So, the real problem with healthcare in America
is not who pays for it (you, your company, the government, or your insurance) but the actual cost. Ultimately, though, you are paying no matter
what. If the cost keeps increasing without justification, you pay. As a result
of inflated prices, which may or may not be the result of increased real costs,
others who are part of what has been referred to as the Medical-Industrial
Complex benefit (see chapters 4 and 5) (Relman, 1980). How did we get to
this state of affairs, and why is it this way? To address this question, let us
briefly review the history of healthcare delivery and insurance in America
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over the last 100 years. After that, we will return to this topic of cost (and
the price you must pay), which is the real and more significant problem.

The History and Role of Healthcare Insurance
The way we deliver and pay for healthcare in the United States has changed a
lot over time. So has the cost. Going back only as far as 1960, we spent a modest 5% of gross domestic product (GDP), or $146 per person on healthcare,
versus 18% of GDP and $10,739 per person now (Amadeo, 2020). How was
this paid then and now? There was a time at the beginning of the twentieth
century when people paid cash for healthcare and did not rely on insurance.
So it all started with us paying for healthcare directly, and healthcare was not
that expensive (less than 5% of GDP). I am not suggesting we should return
to those days, but it is interesting to note and remind ourselves that healthcare
and access to healthcare is not the same as insurance. News flash: You actually can get (typically lower cost) healthcare without using insurance! This is
called self-pay or direct pay healthcare, and it is a growing trend among consumers who cannot afford high c o-pays and deductibles, even with Affordable
Care Act (ACA) plans (Parnell, 2014). As healthcare consumers, we typically
assume that the only way to get healthcare is with insurance and that access
to good healthcare is synonymous with access to good insurance. That, after
all, is what the ACA is all about. It is about making sure that everyone has
insurance, not necessarily about making sure everyone has access to good
healthcare. But these are different concepts, even if you do not see that yet.
Please bear with me on this, as a central thesis of this chapter is that how we
do insurance, by letting surrogates act on our behalf, is at the root of why
healthcare is so expensive in America.
What Is Insurance?
It seems simple enough—the insurance company, our surrogate—reimburses
us for medical expenses. This is for everything from routine checkups to
emergency room (ER) visits, to open-heart surgery to infusion therapy for
cancer. But how does most insurance, outside of healthcare, work? Think
of your car or home insurance. If you totaled your car or your home was
destroyed in a fire, insurance pays to help you recover from these rare but
catastrophic and financially devastating events. For more routine problems,
like a dead battery or alternator in your car, or a broken water heater in
your home, you pay for those directly with cash or credit. Healthcare insurance is not like that. It is not like insurance at all. We expect healthcare
insurance to pay for everything, even routine doctor visits that would cost
less than $100 if we paid cash but will be billed at much higher prices if we
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use insurance. But then why do we care as long as it is reimbursed, right?
That is a problem that I will get to later, but for now suffice to say that the
prices charged to insurance companies are highly inflated and do not likely
reflect actual costs, so you do not ever want to pay those prices. And yet
you typically probably do pay those inflated prices as you work toward hitting your deductible if you use insurance. On the positive side, though, you
think that everything is largely free for you after that deductible. Many of
us go on a healthcare spending spree at the end of the year after we have
hit our deductibles—and why not? Of course, now that we have increasingly large deductibles and c o-pays, we are actually starting to care and
would like to avoid these large price tags for doctor and especially ER visits
altogether. Interestingly and surprisingly, the co-pays or deductibles that
we pay are typically larger than if we used a self-pay approach, but we do
not do that because we believe that it is not possible to not use insurance
and instead pay directly since we wrongly believe that all healthcare must
be “purchased” using insurance. The point is, healthcare insurance is not
insurance in the way we typically think of insurance, and we have become
so accustomed to this idea that we as healthcare consumers are paralyzed
in the absence of insurance, even when the most logical thing to do is to not
use it. Unfortunately, the healthcare system is not currently set up to let us
easily purchase without insurance, often forcing us to pay the inflated prices
that providers charge insurance companies and not telling us, up front,
what things would cost if we did want to pay cash. That is changing now.
This phenomenon, and the potential solution of paying directly and only
using insurance for expensive needs, is the central thesis of a 2013 book by
David Goldhill entitled Catastrophic Care. Goldhill argues that we would
be better off treating healthcare insurance like other forms of insurance and
paying for routine healthcare needs using cash, perhaps from health savings
accounts (HSAs) paid for by employers and others. This leverages market
forces to control cost and makes the patient the real customer rather than
some disinterested surrogate (government or insurance company). Goldhill
is probably in large part correct, but I am getting ahead of myself. Back to
the history of healthcare delivery and insurance in America.
The History of Healthcare Insurance
During World War II, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) passed
the Stabilization Act (1942) as part of his wartime effort to control inflation by freezing wages, salaries, and prices. To deal with a labor shortage,
companies needed to find creative ways to attract employees, and since they
could not offer increased wages or salaries, they offered benefits in the form
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